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This is a book about a new Kitsch study - Sustainable Kitsch.
Ellie combines the art expression of the original kitsch with
the traditional Chinese joy aesthetics, so that the happiness
of kitsch will be shared by the audience with their family
and friends. The new kitsch will transform the instant joy
moments to long-term happiness memories.
Thank you for reading!
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Sheep in Dream - Super Plants
Last semester, due to the remote study with the time difference
between China and America, I kept insomnia. I knew when
the bird downstairs got up because I didn't fall asleep at four
in the morning. I have been looking for a cure for insomnia. I
have tried drinking milk, listening to the sound of simulating
rain, counting sheep... that's it! Count the sheep! So I found this
design-Sheep In Dream from Super Plants. When I first saw it,
I thought it was a very cute design. In a 9cm petri dish, there is
a piece of moss that can be cultivated. On the moss, there are
three white lambs less than 1 cm in length. They can be moved
at will, reflecting the feeling of a private mini pasture. The petri
dish can be placed on the desk or on the head of the bed, and it

* Picture from Super Plants Co.
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can grow by just watering it. So I was very excited and bought
it for 99 RMB. In China, 99 RMB is equal to the price of 6
McDonald’s lunches.
I started to count the sheep before going to bed every day.
On the first day, I counted sheep "1, 2, 3". I didn't fall asleep
because of counting sheep, but I still thought it was so cute. The
next day, I continued to look at my small pasture before going
to bed, "1, 2, 3". Obviously, the real reason why I couldn't fall
asleep was because of other reasons. Counting sheep couldn't
solve any problem, and there were only three sheep. Many days
later, I just remembered to water the moss, and I didn't count
sheep anymore.
Later, my friend came to my home and saw this petri dish. I
told her the story of my treatment of insomnia. My friend said
jokingly, "Ellie, I can grab a lot of this moss downstairs, and
you actually spent 99 to buy it." I retorted that this product has
beautiful graphic design and creativity in addition to moss. I
felt very happy when I bought it. Friend said, "This is Kitsch
design, which will allow you to spend more money on useless
and worthless things, and you also feel that you are happy when
you spend money.”
This is the first time I have come across the term "kitsch".
Looking at the various things in the home, many of them were
similar to this moss product. I started thinking about what
kitsch is. Why am I happy because of it? And...is kitsch a good
thing?
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The purpose of this thesis project is to explore the kitsch
culture that cannot be banned in the Chinese market. I will
discuss the real needs of human beings for kitsch from two
points:
The reasons for the existence of kitsch and the future
development of kitsch. Especially for Chinese market.
It is hoped that audiences will be able to think dialectically
about kitsch. And have a more rational attitude towards
commercial kitsch products in the market.
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What is "Art" and "Kitsch" in general?
"There are no vital and significant forms of art; there is only
art, and precious little of that."
—— Raymond Chandler
What is art?
Within the scope of my cognition, I think art is a way to create
and express oneself. Maybe art is more like a platform or a verb
to me. Writing/language/painting can be said to be an art. The
process by which people transform their thoughts into entities
through creation is art.
What is artwork?
Artwork is a product created by people. A book/ a sculpture/ an
origami work/ a melody. Artwork contains people's thinking.
When the audience comes into contact with artwork, they may
feel the thinking of the art creator. However, due to the diverse
expressions and personal characteristics of artworks, they are
sometimes difficult to understand and require investigation.

· Kitsch Study - Shared Happiness ·

What is design?
Design belongs to a certain branch of art, which is the
relationship of inclusion. The design pays more attention to
the audience. Usually created by a designer for someone or
a group. (Art is: the artist creates...; the design is: the artist
creates for the audience...) Usually the purpose is to solve a
certain problem or wake people to realize certain problems.
What is design product?
The design is a branch of the artwork, which is the containment
relationship. It is a product created by a designer for someone
to solve a certain problem or achieve a certain purpose to
influence others. The audience will interact with the product.
Design works can change human life or attitude.
What is kitsch?
An ideology/popular culture. It depicts an easily recognizable
subject full of beauty and emotion. Invest in art with no
aesthetic value that the public likes.
What is kitsch art/design?
Works made to fully satisfy the happiness purpose of the
popular audience. Its purpose is not to solve any problems other
than "immediate happiness".
What is a commercial kitsch product?
On top of the definition of basic kitsch products, products
that are consumed by people and exist in the real market. The
purpose of kitsch is to ultimately cause consumers to consume
the product. Consumers are attracted by the kitsch of the
product and ultimately consume for pleasure.
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What's Kitsch to me?
Kitsch is translated as " 媚俗 " in Chinese. 媚 means goodlooking and beautiful things. 俗 refers to things that are popular
and meaningless. So is kitsch just popular culture? I think it is
not.
Chinese translator Jing Kaixuan once said:
"For a long time, some people have discussed whether art will
die out. Such unfounded worries are by no means alarmist. If
you look back, you will find that various artistic methods seem
to have exhausted their energy in the twentieth century. Around
us, those non-art arts, all kinds of propaganda materials and
luxury goods are popular. Occasionally, the resistance of art
may be heard, but it seems very weak, submerged in a kind of
modernity, but actually It is in the process of alienation of art. If
you want to find a symbolic word for this alienation, this word
is Kitsch."
In the West, after this word appeared, it became a derogatory
artistic concept often used in art criticism around the world.
Traditional art emphasizes that artists express their thoughts
through their works. Compared with traditional art, kitsch is
more like a "beautiful show" or "beautiful lie", but it has a kind
of attraction that can attract people and make people hate it at
the same time. It has the powerful temptation of disgust.
Kitsch first appeared in China because Kundera's works
were widely circulated in mainland. Kundera mentioned two
different definitions of kitsch in his novel.
The first definition is that kitsch is popular culture: "Kitsch is a
13
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common problem of mankind. It is a kind of social behavior
that pleases the public by lying and destroying individuality.
It is a social behavior of grandstanding."-Form Unbearable
lightness of life
The second kind of kitsch is defined as the second kind of tears.
"The first kind of tear said: It’s great to see children running on
the grass!"
"The second kind of tear says: It's great to be with all human
beings and to be moved by the children running on the grass!"
"The second kind of tears makes kitsch more kitsch."
Kitsch is a self-fascinating ideology here.
The two kitsch seem to be different, but there is an interesting
coincidence. All statements about kitsch are based on the
premise of "the public". The public thinks children are
beautiful, so one person caters to the public and thinks children
are beautiful. A thing is good because the public loves it. It
is not good because the public opposes it. Therefore, kitsch's
"self-fascinating" is also a behavior that caters to the public.
However, kitsch as an ideology emphasizes the value and
meaning that human beings give to life, such as love, selfesteem, and self-sacrifice. It focuses on "interfering with the
original life with value". While the kitsch in popular culture
creates a scam that escapes life and avoids value through kitsch.
In this thesis work, more attention was paid to discussing the
problems caused by the appearance of kitsch in the form of
popular culture in the Chinese market.
In China, artists also don't like kitsch. But kitsch exists in
abundance. It is not the artist's credit, but more of those who
14
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stand under the banner of art and culture. There is an obvious
commercial purpose behind most kitsch lies. People don't
clearly say that they are creating kitsch. But for people have
been creating kitsch, their purpose is to satisfy the emotional
consumption of certain Chinese middle class. Cultural creators,
public media and consumers together form the kitsch aesthetics
collective of the cultural market. People expand the influence
of kitsch through market exchange. The real purpose of this
market is not to create a new culture, or to promote the inherent
culture. It is all about selling cultural symbols in the form of
kitsch and gaining fame and fortune from them.
Harold Rosenberg defines kitsch as:
"The art that has established rules: a predictable audience,
predictable effects, predictable returns."
Kitsch cannot be simply defined as "popular culture". The word
"kitsch" itself is more like its false mask, trying to conceal the
purpose behind it with a state that can be accepted by people.
The complete understanding of kitsch should be "a symbolic
culture of pleasing the public in order to gain mass capital."
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What is the problem with kitsch?
The existence of kitsch is a huge challenge for artists, mass
media, and consumers.
Even everyone’s definition of kitsch is very dialectical, kitsch
naturally exist. It is valuable, and has its stage. But too much of
kitsch is not that good. It is easy for people to love it too much
and give up real life.
Because people always have a vague concept of the true value
of products, the value of art is also difficult to define. Kitsch
products have a lot of premium space. The market has pushed
up prices. Consumers are guided by the market and impulsively
purchase unnecessary premium commercial kitsch products.
That's the biggest problem of today's kitsch market.
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Capitalisation and informationization
—— Disappearance of the middle class
The prevalence of kitsch in the Chinese market is closely
related to the state of Chinese society. In 2020, China presents
a very polarized social state. On the one hand, the wealth of
technology giants doubles, and on the other, the unemployed
population hit a record high. This world is changing from a
hill-shaped social system dominated by the middle class to an
M-shaped society where the middle class has disappeared. In
the 2007 "M-Type Society" (Omae Research), it was mentioned
that the middle class society is gradually collapsing.
The M-type society refers to the fact that the society is
gradually forming a bimodal structure: a small group of people
with high income and a small group of people with low incomes
live at both ends of the income group, and the distance between
each other is getting farther and farther. The crowd (middle
class) is reduced to the lower middle class, just like the M-type.
——"M-shaped Society"
In Japan in 2007, due to the aging population, the pressure on
the middle class was increasing. Now China in 2020s is facing
the same problem——the middle class is disappearing. In fact,
the reason for this phenomenon is that the era in which we
live has changed. The distribution of wealth in the industrial
age was created and profitable by the middle class. Today is
an era dominated by technology and information, and wealth
distribution is dominated by low-income groups and highincome giant industries. The income of mass occupations in the
middle class has gradually decreased, and the income of niche
occupations in the low-income class has gradually increased.
For example: White-collar workers in the company find that
21
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high-tech software, artificial intelligence, and outsourcing
jobs are constantly invading their lives. At the same time, the
delivery anchors, live game commentators, insurance sales, and
micro-business online stores on Tiktok have appeared in large
numbers due to the rise of short video software.
The information age came because the dominant power of the
earth changed. Since the Industrial Revolution, the dominant
force of the earth has always been "substance" and "energy",
and since informatization the earth has presented an era
dominated by "substance", "energy" and "information". In the
past few hundred years, whether it is primitive agriculture or
traditional industry, human beings have been living in an era
dominated by materials. Since the explosion of information
technology in the 21st century, these short decades have
changed people's social laws. The middle class has always been
workers who serve "substance" or "energy", while the new
types of workers mentioned above are people who are more
adapted to the information age.
The emergence of informatization led to the emergence of
capitalization.
Today's international situation is in a state of zero interest
rates, and zero interest rates lead to too much liquidity. At the
same time, science and technology exploded, and they also led
to the disappearance of the middle class. As a result, people's
needs have stagnated. The stagnant demand has further led
to a decline in interest rates. The cyclical system of declining
interest rates has led to the combination of technology and
capital giants, and the ordinary middle class can only be forced
to join the capital giants.
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If you are a recent graduate of an American institution of higher
learning level, who return to China. You can be "honoured"
to get the opportunity to join a top technology company. But
joining a capital giant will have two disadvantages. First of all,
its internal competition is very fierce. In order to obtain more
opportunities, employees have to "voluntarily" work overtime.
For example, the "996" work system that is often mentioned by
people (working from 9 o'clock to 21 o'clock in the evening,
6 days a week) is now gradually becoming a reasonable work
system in Shenzhen. (China's labor law does not stipulate
this.) Secondly, employees are "screw-like" for the unit. Giant
companies cannot be replaced by small companies, but old
employees can be replaced by fresh graduates. The hidden
advantages of fresh graduates for the company are "good
physical strength, ability to work overtime, low wages, and
good skills." Old employees are often "forced to be" replaced
due to the annual wage adjustment system and the gradual
decline in physical strength. If you cannot become a leader in a
giant company, then a middle-aged middle class can easily be
replaced.

So how should the middle class choose their own life path?
Here we need to mention the "complementary niche". (The
ecological niches of different organisms in the habitat are
different and complementary, that is, there are differences
in resource utilization.) Our world is currently composed of
"information", "substance" and "energy". The human being
itself is composed of "thinking", "body" and "emotion".
There is a correspondence between each other. The so-called
"Complementary niche" means that the basic needs of human
beings currently exist in a large number of "thinking", "body"
and "emotional" needs. For example, people study biomedicine
because it can serve people's health needs. Or people study
psychology, because it can help solve people's emotional
problems. Kitsch happens to be able to "help" the needs of
mankind in all aspects:
The demand for "thinking": Kitsch can create the illusion of
being close to art. Even if what it provides is not the original
art that requires people to think a lot.
For "emotional" needs: Kitsch can quickly bring people happy
feelings by depicting si mple and beautiful things. The essence
of popular culture is emotional resonance, just like Kundera's
"Second Tears". Good resonance can awaken people to higher
levels of energy.
For "physical" needs: simple kitsch does not require people to
overthink to experience the joy of relaxation. For people under
high pressure, this is nothing more than a safe haven for them
to escape the miserable working environment.
Because moving the masses requires a lot of expressiveness
and empathy. Therefore, many designers and artists have
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gradually been influenced by the general trend of this era and
unconsciously embarked on the path of kitsch creation.
Here I think kitsch itself is an aesthetic form that is inevitable
in the changes of this era, even if it does not contain the same
thinking value as primitive art. But it fully meets the urgent
needs of the middle class. If this is a design project. As a final
product, kitsch solves the existing problems, although it also
carries problems. But when kitsch rests on providing people
with a sense of relaxation and happiness, I think it is successful.

· Kitsch Study - Shared Happiness ·

China's Kitsch market's problem
At present, Kitsch market in Chinese is still aiming to make
quick money as their primary purpose. (Or waves of quick
money) Their innovation is in how to make people like their
new products faster, because their old products are eliminated
quickly. So, they need to design as FMCG, just like fashion
clothes. But a lot of elements have been used so many times,
they are challenging over and over again. In the end, they have
to go from kitsch to a very practical company, or use the money
made from Kitsch to work on non-Kitsch designs, like film or
comics.
Therefore, the operation of these kitsch design companies is
unhealthy and unsustainable. Take China's largest trendy toy
industry "Popmart" as an example. This company emerged in
2018. Its main operating model is to design "fashion toys"buying the IP image of the artist, and redesign the character's
dress and body shape in a kitsch way. Finally sold in the form
of blind boxes. Here we put aside the "blind box" , this "legal
gambling" stimulating consumption model, to observe their
design ideas. For example, Popmart has an IP image called
Labubu. They put on the look of world famous paintings for
Labubu to attract consumers. The charm of kitsch is reflected
here. As a consumer, I may appreciate the “Mona Lisa” artwork
very well. I am very familiar with Leonardo da Vinci, so when
I see Mona Lisa’s labbubu, I feel a cordial feeling and agree
with it. Its beauty. But I don't like this toy because I like the
labubu itself. But I will have consumption behavior because
of the beauty of the Mona Lisa. When Popmart needs to
design a labubu toy a month later, they need to look for a new
and beautiful shell to pack the labubu instead of studying the
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labubu itself. But I will have consumption behavior because
of the beauty of the Mona Lisa. When Popmart needs to
design a labubu toy a month later, they need to look for a new
and beautiful shell to pack the labubu instead of studying the
labubu itself. This design behavior is like changing Coca-Cola's
packaging, without the need to study new Coke.
However, just like all fashion designs, after the aesthetics are
too much, the trend will fade away. When consumers see other
designs that use famous paintings as kitsch elements, they will
not feel as novel as the first time they encounter them. So for
the kitsch market itself, they not only need to compete with
each other for kitsch innovation, but also need to compete for
opportunities. This is a very difficult and meaningless thing.
There is no contribution to the company's own cultural creation.
They just keep on consuming beautiful ideas in history.
Compared to Popmart, I think companies like Disney or Sanrio
are better. Because they even use their own IP image to design
kitsch products. But the service purpose of their kitsch products
is for the company's cultural industry creation.

* Pictures come from Pop Mart, Uniqlo, and 52 Toys
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"Disappearing" Chinese Joy culture
The kitsch design market in modern China is something I don’t
want to see. China has a huge and complete design market,
but it doesn't know how to do a good job in the market. As
mentioned before, many people are always anxious to make
quick money, instead of designing as a goal to make people's
lives better, they turn to economic benefits. They want to
make more money, so the use of kitsch can give people the
characteristics of quick joy, and mass produce products.
Shouldn’t the correct logic be to make a good product first, and
then think about whether it can sell for money? The market
reversed the order. Kitsch is misused.
The aesthetic culture of kitsch is similar to the traditional
Chinese aesthetic culture. China's traditional aesthetics is a
comedic aesthetic that has been telling the story of reunion.
People in the past expressed such happy emotions in past
products. There was joy in the design. When people see a table
of Eight Immortals, they think of the joy of sitting around with
their families to eat dinner together or play mahjong. People
carefully select the most suitable materials and sculpt patterns
that tell the story the most. There is always an emotion behind
the product.
Chinese traditional food, festival customs, furniture, sports,
etc. all make people feel extremely happy. During the festive
season, the whole family gets together. For my family, my
father's family is from Shandong, in the north part of China.
When I was young, we would get together every New Year. It
took more than 8 hours to drive from Shanghai to Shandong to
watch the Spring Festival Gala and make dumplings together on
New Year’s Eve. There is only a few days in a year. The home
34
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in Shandong is very simple, without the high-tech household
appliances or European-style gorgeous furniture like Shanghai.
It is a simple white tile floor, small wooden benches and a very
thick old-fashioned TV. But every year I especially yearn to go
to Shandong for the New Year. Adults are busy making Chinese
New Year dishes in the kitchen. In Shandong, it is customary
to boil cabbage, meatballs and tofu together to cook a big pot
of dishes. We eat it with steamed buns for several days. The
children took the red envelopes and used the New Year's money
to buy various small firecrackers for a few Yuans at the market
and play downstairs with others. There are no dragons and
phoenixes, golden decroations, or excessive red, but everyone
will find it very auspicious and festive. When the New Year is
over, people will return to their usual life. Next year, we will
still look forward to reunion again.
With the passage of time and the passing of the older
generation, many New Year habits have changed. On the
Internet, some people also asked the question "Do you think
China's "New Year taste" has faded?" Many things have indeed
changed. Because of the informatization mentioned earlier,
many behaviors that originally required real contact between
people have become onlined. Today's New Year red envelopes
are all electronic red envelopes. Use e-banking to pay the other
party on WeChat (Chinese famous social platform). There is no
need for real contact between people. The children said "Happy
New Year" to their elders on WeChat, and the elders gave the
children a 200 yuan electronic red envelope. This is common
in 2020. Because of environmental pollution, fireworks and
firecrackers are set off statically in areas within the outer ring
of Shanghai. Once New Year's Eve was full of fireworks, but
now it is very quiet. With the penetration of foreign cultures,
young people prefer to spend some western festivals. On
35
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Halloween, many schools organize children to ask for sweets,
and Christmas has become a favorite holiday of businesses,
even if there is no national holiday in China for Christmas.
So many people will say that the happiness we experienced
when we were young has disappeared? But this is not the case.
Because Chinese aesthetics is not confined to tradition, but
focuses on the joy of reunion. Today's young people work hard
in big cities like Shanghai. Once there is a holiday, everyone
will rush to buy tickets back to their hometown on the Internet,
hoping to reunite with their families. Most of the weddings
of friends have become Western-style lawn weddings, but
relatives and friends will also happily wish them and participate
in the wedding. This year, due to the epidemic, I did not return
to Shandong to celebrate the New Year. My grandparents and
I spent New Year's Eve together. (In China, it is customary
to spend New Year's Eve at my father's house and go to my
mother's house after the first day of the new year.) We cannot
set off firecrackers or make dumplings. We played a game of
competition (a game of poker) . Everyone is happy! The happy
experience has changed from a traditional way of activity to
a more abundant and developed way now. But the essence of
happiness has not changed.

* Pictures come from Baidu picture
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Chinese aesthetics and kitsch aesthetics have similarities in
conveying happy emotions. Everyone feels happy when they
see/use the product. The difference is that kitsch happiness
is enjoyed exclusively, while Chinese aesthetics will remind
people of the joy of being with family and friends. Through the
research of Chinese aesthetics, I found that for Chinese people,
they are more pursuing the joy of being able to share with
family and friends.
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The root cause of people's demand for
kitsch in the new era (interview)
In order to understand people's views on kitsch and their real
needs for kitsch, I conducted an interview. I describe kitsch to
people and ask them "what kitsch product would you like?" and
"what kind of joy or happiness do you think kitsch brings you?"
Case 1
“My husband’s hometown is Sichuan. Whenever there is any
festival, even relatives hold funerals, they will play mahjong
together. This is custom. I saw this huge mahjong on Tiktok
and I felt very happy. I feel happier than traditional mahjong...
and it even let people exercise. My kid will enjoy playing it.
When I see this type of video on Tiktok, I feel very relaxed... I
already need a lot of thinking and tiredness in my daily life. ”
——Xiaoyu Liu Shanghai, full-time housewife, 33
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Case 2
“I think the happiest thing is probably the kitsch about food
and eating experience. Shandong doesn't have as much kitsch
culture as big cities. Everyone wants to maintain an ordinary
life and pursue the essence more. Every day we buy groceries,
go home and cook. My mother likes to make delicious and
beautiful dishes, which may be a bit kitsch, and then post on
Moments and Tiktok...
(He took me to a restaurant)
Although it has no real meaning, I am willing to bring friends to
eat this brush food, even if I know that a brush is worth 5 yuan,
you can buy a piece of ice cream. I will buy it too, because it
is a meal with my friends, this meal is more interesting. I can
introduce to foreign friends that Shandong is the hometown of
Confucius. Although the brush itself does not carry the culture
and thinking you mentioned, you can take the opportunity to
communicate during the process, especially during meals.”
——Qizhe Xu, Shandong, student, 26
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Case 3
“I think the happiest thing is that when I was a child, I walked
several streets with my friends to buy Pokemon toys. It's very
cheap, we will be very happy if we buy one, and then we will
have fun all the way home. When I was in junior high school,
I would go to my friend's house to play games, like Pokemon
386 and Ranch Story on the computer together... Now, I like
Switch very much because it is a toy that I can play with my
friends. But everyone is very busy at work and rarely have the
opportunity to play together.”
——Qinyi Zhao, Pepsi-Cola marketing staff, 25
* Pictures come from Nintendo

* Picture come from CATable

Case 4
“I like cats very much! I will buy a lot of Kitsch products
for my cat, such as some cat sticks/cat toys. Cats may not be
interested in playing for a few days, but we are very happy with
each other when we play at that moment. I have always wanted
to buy a table called Catable so that the cat can be with me
while I am painting and working.”
——Shiyu Li, freelance painter, 24
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Thesis statement
Sustainable kitsch happiness
Through interviews and market research, I found that the
biggest problem with modern Chinese kitsch markets is that
they are not really creating products centered on "happiness",
but using kitsch to create premium wealth. At the same time,
this business is not sustainable, they only offer short-lived
pleasures just like fashion trends. Because people's most
essential needs are continuous happiness that can be shared
with others.
So I intend to combine the expression of kitsch with traditional
Chinese aesthetics, so that the happiness of kitsch can be
shared by users with others. The new Kitsch will transform the
short-lived moments of joy that original kitsch brings to people
into happy memories that can be continued. I want to create a
sustainable kitsch culture in China.
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The story of the tables
In China, the evolution of the table has gone through three
stages. They are " 桌（zhuo)", " 案 (an）" and " 几 ji".
桌
The Zuo was also written as " 卓 " in ancient times, which
means that it is tall and upright. There are table tops in various
shapes such as square, rectangle, and circle on the top, and
furniture with legs and feet below. In the application of the Zuo,
there are no particularly strict ritual requirements, but it can be
used by high-ranking officials and nobles, down to the common
people.
If the Zuo is square, all four legs are on the four corners of the
table top and are perpendicular to the table top. It is the "Eight
Immortals Table". The Eight Immortals Table is more orthodox
and is often set up in the hall for meals or banquets. The
identity of the table user is relatively random, and the location
is adapted to local conditions.
案
The An, " 肃穆庄严曰案 the table is solemnly called the An."
There is a fundamental difference between an An and a Zuo in
form. Generally speaking, the position of the legs determines
the name of the table, and has nothing to do with height, size,
or function. The four legs of the An are not at the four corners,
but retracted inward, and the position of the legs against the
four corners is the Zuo. The name of the case will be named
according to its purpose. For example, an An of writing
calligraphy is called a 书案 writing An, an An of placing tea

* Pictures of this chapter come from Mu Gong Hui and Baidu
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sets is called a 茶案 tea An, and an An of painting is called a 绘
案 drawing An.
In addition to the difference in form, the more important
difference between the Zuo and the An is that on the spiritual
level, the An has a higher level than the Zuo. The greater the
practical function of the table, the lower its furnishing function.
On the contrary, the practical function of the An is reduced, and
its furnishing function is increased, and its status in people's
mind is relatively high.
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几

The story of chairs

A Ji, " 怡情雅趣曰几 Elegant interest is called a Ji" Several of
the Jis are different from the An, and a few are much smaller
than the Zuo and Ji. It is almost the furniture that ancient people
relied on when sitting. The most famous is the " 燕几 Yanji" of
the Tang Dynasty.

" 夏、商、周 Xia, Shang, Zhou"-sitting on the ground
In the beginning, the Chinese were sitting on the ground. And
after more than two thousand years. From the 夏 Xia Dynasty
to the 春秋战国 Spring and Autumn Period and the Warring
States Period. People kneel on the ground to eat. On a spiritual
level, this is a form of self-restraint. At the etiquette level, this
is a kind of respect. So at that time, there were no chairs, people
used mats. Mats are usually made of thatch, leaves, bark or
animal skins. People are of different classes, and the materials
used for mats are also different.

The most closely related to traditional culture is the culture of
etiquette. The different decorations of several pieces represent
different status levels, and they exercised different etiquette
when used by people in ancient times. It plays an irreplaceable
role in traditional China that advocates etiquette. Now every
family still has traditional furniture with a heavy culture, such
as a Tea Ji, in their homes.
In fact, in modern life, we can still see the epitome of many
traditional table furniture. For example, the desks and " 同
桌 same desk" culture used by students in schools nowadays.
Why do Chinese schools often use tables where two people
join together? It is because in ancient times, the desks in 私
塾 private schools were all evolved from the traditional Eight
Immortals table. Chinese carpenters are accustomed to making
tables for two people on one side. And people are accustomed
to this table size.
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At this stage, the seat and the bedding are not actually
distinguished. However, the etiquette system of Mats was
strictly regulated during the 西周 Western Zhou Dynasty,
because the Western Zhou Dynasty advocated the development
of etiquette culture. According to the quality of the mats and
the decorations on them, a " 五席制度 five-seat system" was
established. The mats are named Wan Xi, Zao Xi, Second
Xi, Pu Xi and Xiong Xi according to the material. People use
different grades of mats according to different social status.
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" 春秋战国 Spring and Autumn and Warring States Period"-the
appearance of the bed
During the Spring and Autumn Period and the Warring
States Period, people's seats have undergone major changes.
Although sitting mainly on the ground, the height of the mat
has increased. The reason is the emergence of a new type of
furniture-bed. At that time, the bed was not like the modern
bed just for sleep. It had more diversified functions. It was
not only used for sleep, but also for people to gather and work
in bed. So people also changed from sitting on the ground to
sitting on the bed. The manufacturing technology of the bed is
very sophisticated, with gorgeous colors and exquisite carving
patterns, which have a certain aesthetic appeal and are quite
luxurious. It's not as simple as the old mat. The themes of the
patterns are usually based on natural landscapes, plants or
auspicious animals.

" 秦汉 Qin Han Dynasties"- 胡 Hu Bed
The Qin and Han Dynasties were the foundation-laying period
when the chair appeared. At that time, people admired wooden
furniture, and the wooden bed mentioned earlier was one of the
most used furniture. People's lives also mainly revolve around
the bed. Everything from eating, reading, hospitality, sleeping,
and even the princes of a country's court meetings and office
work will be held in bed. Modern people will be very envious.
I also want to go to class and work in bed. At the end of the 东
汉 Eastern Han Dynasty, the nomadic tribes of northern China
went south to the Central Plains and introduced their beds—in
fact, much like later chairs, into the Central Plains. That is the
" 胡床 Hu Bed", which is taller than the traditional home bed
and is designed to be used while being nomadic. It played a
very important role in promoting the development of high-end
furniture in later generations of China.
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" 魏晋 Wei Jin Dynasties"-sitting casually, the armchair appears
During the 魏晋南北朝 Wei, Jin, Southern and Northern
Dynasties, China's social atmosphere gradually became
developed. The culture has also become very diversified
because it is more integrated with the northern peoples.
Therefore, people's sitting posture is no longer constrained by
traditional etiquette, and becomes more casual. At that time, a
new type of seat such as an armchair appeared. People increase
the height of the traditional bed so that people can sit down
with their legs down. Because sitting is very comfortable, the
high seat is very popular in China. At the same time, it has a
huge impact on the traditional sitting customs and has become
a dominant furniture.
" 隋唐 Sui and Tang Dynasties"-Chairs Appear
The Sui and Tang Dynasties were the most prosperous event
of Chinese art and culture, and the development of Chinese
furniture was also very prosperous. The term "chair" appeared
in the Tang Dynasty. After the 贞观之治 reign of Zhenguan,
the shape of the chair became more generous and plump, and
the design focused on symmetrical structure and gracefulness.
Due to the influence of Persian Buddhism, the high-back chair
appeared, but it has not completely replaced the orthodox
position of sitting down.
" 宋 Song Dynasties"-Chair comes to people's homes
The Song Dynasty was also a period of great development in
humanities, art, technology, and craftsmanship in the history
of China's development. As a result, the design of the chair
continues to develop, becoming more elegant and beautiful.
In the Song Dynasty, chairs have become common furniture
in common people's homes. The chairs have a complete range
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of shapes and structures, and the craftsmanship is also very
sophisticated.
" 明 Ming Dynasties"-simple chair and tenon structure
In the Ming Dynasty, the design of the chair was inseparable
from the traditional Taoist thinking. The craftsmen focused on
highlighting the original color and texture of the wood when
manufacturing the chair, allowing the chair to be combined
with nature, showing the dual combination of artificial beauty
and natural beauty. It embodies the Taoist school's ideological
concept of " 天人合一 the unity of man and nature". In
addition, the structure of the chair is minimalist, full of soft
curves. Elegant in simplicity and simplicity. The "mortise and
tenon structure" was widely used in this period, and under
the simple beauty, there is a complex design of load-bearing
components. The tenon joint plays a key role in supporting the
weight and making the chair more durable. At the same time,
it also played an important role in the development of other
furniture in later generations.
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" 清 Qing Dynasties"-Chair with a symbol of power

The story of books

In the Qing Dynasty, due to the influence of Manchu culture,
the furniture all showed magnificent characteristics. People
use precious wood to make gorgeous chairs, which are filled
with intricate and precise carvings to show the aristocratic
temperament. Chairs are no longer just people's daily sitting
tools, but also a symbol of a person's power and majesty.
To some extent, the development of the chair seems to have
returned to its original meaning.

“何独先入收秦丞相御史律令图书藏之 ...... 汉王所以具知
天下厄塞， 户口多少，强弱之处，民所疾苦者，以何具得
秦图书也。”

In folklore, the chair was also influenced by the design style
of the palace chair. Similar in shape, but slightly simpler and
more elegant. Generally speaking, the chair has changed from
focusing on simplicity and use to a "kitsch" style focusing on
cumbersome decoration and noble materials. The main reason
is to cater to the aesthetics of the ruling class. But despite this,
the chairs of the Qing Dynasty still have extremely high artistic
value, and the magnificent decorative effects are also very
advanced in terms of craftsmanship, and they also have a strong
sense of beauty.

——《史记·萧相国世家》
The earliest "book" in Chinese history is called " 简册
brochures". It is mostly made of bamboo or wood, and brochure
is a long and narrow piece of bamboo wood. Several brochures
are linked together to become a "book". Prior to this, there were
"Oracle bone inscriptions", "bronze inscriptions", "stone drum
inscriptions", etc. Although they have the basic characteristics
of books, they are all written materials for the purpose of
recording merit, appreciation, or archiving. The real "books"
were produced far after these materials were produced, because
the purpose of the brochures is to dissemination-the real
meaning of books.
When people use different materials as the "paper" of the
book, the style of the book has also undergone many changes.
Before the advent of papermaking, words were recorded on
reels made of cloth. People read books by " 舒卷 " (a way of
turning the scroll open from one side). After the emergence of
papermaking, words were written on paper by hand. At first,
the folding method of paper followed the reading habit of
scrolls. It was opened from one side and the paper was facing
continuously until the end of the book. Later, in order to make
carrying and reading more convenient, the binding method of
books has also changed, and finally it has become a combined
book with the book content and a book cover.
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The most kitsch part in book design today is the book cover
design. Actually, it was a story about the transformation from
artwork to kitsch design.
In the Middle Ages, the industrial revolution had not begun yet.
There were no printing machines, and people advocated manual
labor. Books are regarded as very precious things by people,
and their contents are completely written and drawn manually.
Books are only provided to scholars. Therefore, the cover
design of the book is as exquisite and luxurious as the artwork
of the Middle Ages, mostly handmade. Each book cover is very
precious and unique.

Precious objects (Antiquity-Middle Ages)

After 1450, movable lead printing spread widely. The
production of books requires fewer workers, fewer processes
and less time. Books are produced in large numbers. Therefore,
the cover of the book no longer costs a lot of time to be
handmade, but gradually becomes a cover made of simple
leather. After 1820, industrial printing technology replaced most
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of the labor. Printers, binding machines and press machines
are widely used, so the cover of the book has become a fabric
that can be printed with patterns. People print embossed or
gold illustration on the cover fabric of the book. In 1860, the
chromolithography printing technique was born. The graphic
design of the book cover was improved again. Colorful patterns
replaced the golden classical patterns.

In the post-war era, the book industry had started to become
commercially competitive. Book covers were being used as
vessels to express the style, genre and subject of a book and
designers were still trying to push the design to its limit in hope
of attracting more sales.

For hundreds of years, the use of book cover functioned as a
protective device for usually hand-made or printed pages, as
well as keeping the pages together through binding them. The
only aesthetical purpose of a book cover was to be a decorative
tribute to their cultural authority.

In today's Asian book market, there is even an object called
"Girdle" in the book cover design, which is the wrapping
paper outside the cover of the book. It is printed with a lot of
celebrity reviews promoting how this book is easy to read. And
an overview of the awards of some books. The purpose is to
attract more consumers to purchase desire.
The role of the book cover shift in the past 1000 years– turning
from a vehicle that merely protects the pages inside, to taking
on the function of advertising whilst also communicating the
content of the pages inside.

Gold illustrations (1840-1860)

The cover in color (around 1860)
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Collection of childhood stories

Story 2 Grab the Chair

My design originated from some stories from my childhood,
and these stories are all about "The joy of sharing":

There is a game called "Grab the Chair". In the music, the
children circled around a circle of chairs. When the music ends,
everyone must sit down on a chair. However, the number of
children will be one more than the number of the chairs, so in
the end there will always be two children "grab" for the same
chair. This is a game I liked to play when I was a kid. Everyone
laughed when we were playing it. Today, in my grad school,
close friends will also sit in the same chair and chat happily
during the class break. I feel that everyone was very close at
that moment.

Story 1 The gaint Goose Bumps
When I was young, I often went to the library with my friends
to borrow comics and children's books. At that time, "Goose
bumps" were popular. Because the content is terrifying, we
dare not read it alone. We always lie on the ground, spread the
books in front of us, and read the same book together. Some
children read faster, and some children read slowly. But they
will still read together, and the fast children will wait for the
slow ones. When I grow up, I also like to read dark novels and
detective novels. I occasionally lend the books I have read to
interested friends. But it's been a long time since I read a book
with others.

* Picture comes from Baidu Picture
* Picture comes from Goosebumps
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Story 3 Knotted foot

The original design attempt

When I was in junior high school, I would gather with
neighbors’ children to play PSP and watch Happy Camp (a
variety show) every weekend. One of the children’s homes is
relatively cold facing north, and a warming table (common in
Japan) is set up in the middle of the house in winter. Everyone
took off their shoes and put their feet in. It was especially
warm. Sometimes it's too warm, everyone falls asleep, and then
the feet will accidentally get entangled, just like knotted. The
legs are numb, which is very funny and happy.

Concept 1
I want to design a table that friends/family can use in
the summer. Below the table are many soft and twisted
structures, like the snakes or gumdrops that everyone played/
ate in childhood. People can lay down and insert feet into it.
Everyone’s feet may get entangled with each other. I wish to let
users feel the happiness brought by the kitsch interactive form
and color style.

* Picture comes from Baidu Picture
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Concept 2

Concept 3

I want to design a large soft book so that adults can also read it
together. The "paper" of the book is large as a small pillow and
made of cotton. Users can lie on the ground, or lean against the
table to read. Each page is connected together on the edge. If
users read at different speeds, they can stretch a little longer. If
one is willing to wait for the other, he/she can rest on the page.

I want to design some products that deliberately let my friends
get closer together, such as a chair with only one seat but two
backs. Let good friends sit together to play games or eat.
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The failed unhappy prototypes
The shared happiness chair
I made a shared happiness chair with cardboard and test it with
my mum, having dinner together in this chair...
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The problem is...

Where is the sharing of happiness
The stories behind the historical designs
I stepped back and thinked about where the happiness of
sharing comes from. I remember that there was a traditional
Chinese table I used when I stayed with my grandparents 15
years ago. It was a square wood table with four same length
benches on each side. Each bench can sit two people, and the
four sides sit eight people, so the Chinese folks called this table
the eight immortals table. We sit there to have dinner/write
homework/play chess together.
And during the new year festival, there are always more
people at home than usual. And people love to share benches
with more people from the family. Even sitting is not that
comfortable but I am happy to be with others.
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In fact, in modern life, we can still see the epitome of many
traditional table furniture. For example, the desks and " 同
桌 same desk" culture used by students in schools nowadays.
Why do Chinese schools often use tables where two people
join together? It is because in ancient times, the desks in 私
塾 private schools were all evolved from the traditional Eight
Immortals table. Chinese carpenters are accustomed to making
tables for two people on one side. And people are accustomed
to this table size.
In order to make the design more "shared happiness", I decided
to further emphasize the joy moment sharing happiness with
family and friends of the design, instead of simply narrowing
the distance between people through physical means.
77
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I cut the original sharing chair into two lonely chairs with only
two legs. They have to find the other half to stand stable. And
that piecing together moment will be the happiness moment!
I design the color and style bright and simple in order to cater
the kitsch feeling.
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The failed not that kitsch prototypes
I make a wooden prototype of the shared happiness kitsch chair
in wood and test with people to get feedback. I asked people to
assemble the chairs by themselves without any instructions.
The feedbacks I collected:
- There is a lot of fun to assemble these chairs. There will be
different forms of assembly. But if your kitsch point is to let
people experience the joy of two chairs working together, you
can remove the extra parts and make that kitsch feeling simple
and direct.
- When I sit with half of it. I thought that this is a chair which
needs my legs to support its legs to work together to be stable.
I guessed it was a project which talks about the integration of
humans and products. I was pleasantly surprised when I found
there are other people with the other part of it. You can consider
whether the users will see each other when they see these parts
of the chair, which will affect their judgment of how to use the
chair.
- These two chairs individually look like two people with
feet, and they need to rely on each other to support each other.
Maybe think about the shape of the connection parts. They can
accentuate the feeling of their hands.
- Because I only have two legs and some strange shapes to
make a chair. As I assembled it, I honestly didn’t notice I was
building a chair. Even after I finished, I wondered how to use
it...So when I finally learned that it’s half of a chair I was quite
happy at that moment.
- The form and the color of these chairs are not happy to me.
Maybe think more about the material choice, the color and the
shapes.
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Happy kitsch chair design
Through the most basic visual design research on kitsch, and on
the basis of retaining the original design concept, I redesigned
the color, proportion, shape and link structure of the chair.
So that these two chairs can provide the audience an instant
happiness feeling in visual and use experience.
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I Mega transformed the “ 蝴蝶榫 ” butterfly tenon structure
from the original tenon-and-mortise joint structure of my chairs
to achieve kitsch feeling. In traditional Chinese furniture, the
butterfly tenon is generally only 2~3cm wide. Its function is
usually to repair cracks in the wood plane or to link two pieces
of wood of different materials. Now, this Mega butterfly tenon
acts as a horizontal traction linking the two chair surfaces.
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The rooms plan
- from the original kitsch to new kitsch

The new kitsch tables
- from the 几 to 案 to 桌

I decided to design the tables and books with the same idea of
the design of the chair. And show them to my future audiences
in the form of different rooms with similar settings. Let people
feel the changes in kitsch through comparison, from the pure
kitsch product at the beginning-one's lonely instant happiness,
to a lonely new form of kitsch, and finally to a new kitsch that
shares happiness with others.

The design of the table is based on the point, line and plane
design idea of graphic design, and the design concept is also
about shared happiness.
The original table was a point, and the area of the
 point was
small, so this table could only be used by one person. The table
here is a " 几 ". One can put a cup of coffee or a donut or a
book on it.
When two people use two tables, there are two points. In
graphic design, two points will be connected to form a line. The
linear table is a new piece of wooden board connected between
the two dot tables. The length of the dot table is extended
and the area of the table top is enlarged. The table becomes
a " 案 " structure. More things can be placed on it, such as a
McDonald’s package for two, an Ipad for playing movies, or
a book that can be shared. The table at this time can be shared
and used by two people.
When more tables appear, the link structure of the tables can
be combined at will. Four tables can be connected to form a
square " 桌 ", similar to the structure of the Eight Immortals
table. It can also be arbitrarily extended into a really long table.
In short, the more people who use the table, the larger the area
of the table. The more activities people can use the table to do
together.
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Tables are made of wood with chinese traditional joints.
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I tested the tables with people and got feedback from them.
People suggested that the bottom part of the table is not stable
while using it. So I redesigned the shape of it. I made a solid
ball shape bottom instead of the original X-shape bottom. The
ball shape also follows the consistency of the table’s graphic
language. And I painted the table in the color pattern according
to the color theory of the kitsch color study in order to provide
people a happier visual feeling.
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The Benches
- Hand in hand and happy together
For more than 2 people, I design a group of small seats in the
form of holding on each other’s shoulders. They also cannot
stand alone because of the number of legs. they need to rely on
each other to stand stable. More chairs, the more stable.
The seats are all made of wood without any nails. They rely on
each other through the joints like fingers.
The visual design of them also follows the same aesthetics of
the kitsch study.
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Marketing plan
- “Kitsch better” - Develop the value of
kitsch, better use kitsch and go beyond the
forgotten happiness.
Q1: Name: What is the name of my Business?
Ellie’s New Kitsch
Q2: Description: (In general terms, the nature of business.)
My products are Kitsch designs with Kitsch elements which
share happiness with people. I am the design leader. The
business is designed for people who need kitsch to bring them
instant happiness because their real life is not that happy.
However, compared with the ordinary kitsch products in the
market, my designs will offer the audience a chance of sharing
the kitsch happiness with their friends and families.
Q3: Marketing Plan:
- How to intend to get my product to market?
I decided to start with online publicity, including online Kitsch
market and several social media propaganda. Taobao, Wei
Market/Weibo, Little Red book, Tiktok, Lofter...
I am also interested in participating in kitsch style design
exhibitions in Shanghai with these products. I found out that
Shanghai holds "Singularity Art Festival'' and "Good! Art
Festival'' every year. Both art festivals invite pop art-style
artists to participate. I can promote my work to more people
through these exhibitions.
- Who are my customers?
People who would have brought Kitsch products. Students/
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young working people/middle-class. Since digitalization and
informatization are the greatest pressure in the life of the middle
class, their demand for Kitsch is also the highest. So they have
become the most kitsch exploitative buyers today. I don't want
to exploit their money, but they are indeed the people who are
most attracted to kitsch. I will convey better happiness to them
through my works.
- What do I want customers to know and think about my
design?
For people who always buy kitsch products. I wish to make
them realize that Kitsch can not just create a temporary
pleasure that becomes a useless commodity at the end. Make
them be aware of what really appeals to them and what is left
for them after the Kitsch moment. I want to be a very honest
Kitsch seller and designer. I am not afraid to let the audience
know why I create works in Kitsch aesthetics, my goal is to let
them think about Kitsch in different perspectives.
For people who always create kitsch products. I believe that
more than 80% of kitsch creators do not know that they are
creating kitsch. I hope they can think more about the difference
between real art and kitsch art that people are pursuing through
my design. And re-examine their own work. Think about
whether their creation is what they want to express or just to
cater to the trend of the times.
Q4: Environmental Scan: (the industry I am planning to
compete in and the overall economic conditions, present and
future.)
As I mentioned before, at present, the Kitsch market in Chinese
is still aiming to make quick money as their primary purpose.
(Or waves of quick money) Their innovation is in how to make
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people like their new products faster, because their old products
are eliminated quickly. So, they need to design as FMCG, just
like fashion clothes. But a lot of elements have been used so
many times, they are challenging over and over again. In the
end, they have to go from kitsch to a very practical company,
or use the money made from Kitsch to work on non-Kitsch
designs, like film or comics.
In fact, no company is very confident and honest to admit that
it is a "kitsch" company. In China, many people think in a
derogatory direction when they hear the word kitsch. This will
reduce the favorability of the entire design brand. But I think
the kitsch 媚俗 translation may have misunderstood Kitsch's
original intention. It emphasizes the beautiful but vulgar
meaning of Kitsch. Ignore Kitsch's happy feelings. There is
also a transliteration of Kitsch as " 刻奇 Ke Qi". I think this
translation is more accurate.
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far as the furniture market is concerned, people only design
designs that are visually happy or have a sense of sharing but
not very kitsch. So my design has a great opportunity for this
market.
In the future, I will switch from furniture design to designing
plush toys. This is my dream for the future. The current
Chinese plush toy market is also very kitsch. There are two
kitsch design methods and two major companies:
1. Popmart - Chinese biggest pop art style toy company.
The company started with blind box toys. It bought the image
rights of different IP artists to design blind box toys for them.
They Use consumer's gambler psychology towards fashion/pop
art to make quick money through toys.

As a kitsch company, I want to admit to everyone that I use
kitsch to create happy products. But tell people that I not only
provide the audience with short-term happiness, but more
sustainable happiness. Therefore, my business is defined as
New kitsch. New kitsch is no longer a trend design in the
traditional sense, but uses more primitive design concepts
(attributed to people's genetic nature) to create more continuity
of happiness. I don't consume people's love for symbols that
already exist in this world to create. In this way, my creation
will be more relaxed and happy than the existing kitsch design.
Q5: Competition: Who are my competitors? What are their
strengths and weaknesses? How can I compete with them?
I think my business is probably halfway between kitsch and
practical. This may be my strength but also my weakness. As
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Blind bo x plush toys
2. 12 Blocks - Chinese biggest IP design creator company.
The company is creating IP design systems. They make plush
toys as part of their products. What they do is like to create/
buy a character design at the beginning, then they will build the
culture of that character design. Such as emojis, comics, toys…
At last, they will design and sell products to make quick money
as FMCG. They even sell their toys in the claw machines to let
customers pay more than the toy's values.
Compared with other local toy businesses, I pay more attention
to design. I focus study on
toys’ material, graphics, sustainability, and function(shared
happiness feeling). I want to make sure my products have good
quality and sustainability before thinking about how to make a
lot of money.
The blind box and the claw machines would only provide
people with the moment joy feeling. The toys’ quality of these
companies are not good. I will prevent the same thing from
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happening in my company. My idea is “Shared happiness”.
I design plush toys for both kids and adults. I want to bring
happiness to people in the form of sharing, which creates happy
memories between not only people and toys but also people
and their family & friends. I believe plush toys are not just
the famous characters from a movie or a comic in the form of
toys but good friends who accompany a kid's growth. They are
special to their owner.
Q6: Management:
Our team will be divided into 3 groups: Design / Operation /
Finance
Design : - Industrial design: Toy design / Pattern making / CMF
(I am here!)
- Graphic design: Website / package / online advertising / brand
/ other visual designs ... (I could be here, but I do not have
enough time to do)
- Photograph (I could be here, but I do not have enough time to
do)
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I want to work on the design part by myself)
Q7: Vision Statement:
“Design happy. Design happily.”
Q8: Future plan: In 1 year, 3 years
Step 1 - Work as a full time Toy Designer in the marketing
department of the Papergame company in order to learn the toy
design and marketing process of industrial production level
Step 2 - Start design and making industrial production level
works for Ellie’s New Kitsch, keep updating on social medias
*Apply for the “ 好！艺术节 ”/ “ 奇点艺术节 ” and other
kitsch exhibitions in the next 3 years
Step 3 - Apply for the Online CORe Program(This coming
summer)
Thank you for reading!

Operation : - Marketing (I could be here, but I do not have
enough time to do, I would like to nd a partner/partners who
works well in this area)
- Online shop operation (I don’t have these skills)
- Platform operation (I don’t have these skills)
- Translator (I am not good at English or other languages/
prepare for global marketing)
Finance: - Finance (I don’t have these skills)
- Legal affairs (I don’t have these skills)
CEO (I will hire someone after it becomes a big business since
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